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Message from the Dean
What stood out in the faculty
for 2013?
The faculty did extremely
well in the area of research,
postgraduate training and
partnerships. We have increased
our research output and are still
currently ranked the best faculty
in the university in this area.
The faculty graduated 3 DTech
and 21 MTech students and
the number of postgraduate
student enrolments increased
substantially during the year,
especially at DTech level.

Research
culture
thrives

In the area of teaching and
learning, the faculty also made
tremendous progress.
We completed our academic
programme reviews and
can now safely say that it is
ready for the forthcoming
institutional audit. The
subject review exercises
were also completed and the
recommended improvement
plans implemented.
We have continued to work
on strategies to improve the
student pass and graduation

rates, including regular subject
review exercises as mentioned
earlier to identify ‘at risk’
subjects and putting strategies
in place to address them.

some local and international
academic institutions,
especially in Africa.

The faculty also participated
in the Teaching Development
Grant programme using the
Physics programme as one of
the ‘at risk subjects’ for the
pilot study. The exercise is
now yielding fruit as the pass
rate in the Physics programme
has improved. We established
new partnerships with several
organizations and with

The faculty will continue with
various strategies to improve
our students’ pass rates and
will give more support to staff
in terms of funding for research
and support them to improve
their qualifications under our
staff development strategies.
We will also implement activities
in all our local and international
agreements in our MOUs.

Another research highlight
is the significant increase
in the number of female
staff participating in
research and postgraduate
student supervision as
well as a boost in hightech equipment used for
research.
The faculty also boasts five
patents and in early 2014
will be adding a few more to
their impressive list.
This will see them become
the faculty with the most
patents.

What is in store for 2014

Prof Olalekan Fatoki

Hard work pays off Helping hands
From Kalk Bay to
Samora Machel, our
students are changing
communities, one
Service-Learning project
at a time.

The Faculty of
Applied Sciences
may be the smallest
faculty at CPUT but
they have established
themselves as
a major player
in research and
innovation.
Currently the faculty’s
research output stands at
33.04 units and this is due
to hard working staffers
who are publishing their
research in high impact
journals.

faculty of applied sciences

Food Technology students rolled
up their sleeves and conducted
a series of food hygiene
workshops with fish hawkers
at the Kalk Bay Harbour, while
our Maths and Physics students
tutored high school learners in
Khayelitsha.
Horticulture students embarked

on an Aquaponics project to
assist various communities with
growing their own vegetables
and beautifying their gardens.
This year also saw our
Environmental Health students
educate over 400 households
in the Samora Machel area
through a door to door
environmental campaign they
developed for the City of Cape
Town. This hands-on project
earned them the coveted award
for “Most Effective Partnership”
at this year’s Service Learning
Awards.

TOP: Science Idol Ncumisa Matu (middle) with first and second place
winners Jessica Heynes and Emile Nizeyimand

The secret to success
for some of the top
students in the Faculty
of Applied Sciences is
simple – hard work and
persistence.
Hours of laboratory work has
helped third-year Chemistry
student Ncumisa Matu clinch
the title of Science Idol 2013.
Matu outshone more than
50 students who presented
research papers during
the three-day Science Idol
competition in November.
For postgraduate Food
Technology student, Claudine
Diedericks, dedication to
her studies earned her a

coveted ticket to France and
the opportunity to deliver
a research paper at the
EPNOE 5th International
Polysaccharide Conference
in France. Claudine’s flair for
research presentations also
saw her clinch the joint first
prize at CPUT’s Postgraduate
Conference after adjudicators
gave her a 100% mark.
Another top achiever is
MTech Chemistry student
Francoise Noa, who boasts
an A-aggregate for her degree
programme. Her achievement
was recognised by the South
African Chemical Institute, who
awarded her the prestigious
James Moir Medal.

Home grown talent
There is no denying that
CPUT is home to some of
the most talented students
in the country.
In September all the Landscape
Technology Students took on the
biggest challenge ever set in the
department’s history – the CPUTCorobrik Construction Week.

TEAM WORK: Members of the Samora Machel community with
representatives from the City of Cape Town and CPUT

Leading the way
Staff members in the
Faculty of Applied
Sciences made headline
news while others
got the opportunity to
represent the institution
on a national level.
Head of the Landscape
Technology Programme Johan
van Rooyen was afforded a
life-time opportunity to judge
the entries for the South
African Landscapers Institute
Excellence Awards. This is the
most prestigious landscape
competition in South Africa that

annually recognises excellence
in the sector.
The year was also full of highs
for Prof Spinney Benade and Dr
Maretha Opperman, inventors of
the Omega Caro-E supplement.
In March the supplement
received a Seal of Recognition
from the Cancer Association
of South Africa, making it the
first product of its kind to be
endorsed by the association.
And in April, just four months after
the supplement became available
to the national market, sales
exceeded the R300 000 mark.

Armed with 600 pavers, 300 bricks
and a selection of planting material,
students had just two weeks to
transform a section of vacant land at
the Cape Town Campus.

TALENT: Students showed-off their creativity when putting together the
landscaped area

And the students did not disappoint,
coming up with striking designs
that were lauded by a panel of
top landscape design judges. The
event will now become a permanent
feature on the department’s
calendar.

GOING BIG: Representatives from CPUT and the Cancer Association of
South Africa hold the agreement signed by the parties
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Message from the Dean
17 Masters graduates, 20
conference proceedings and five
articles in subsidized journals.

Reflect on 2013
It was a busy year for the faculty
on all three fronts - Teaching
and Learning, Research and
Community Service.
In teaching and learning we have
successfully re-curriculated our
programmes in Information
Technology, Public Relations,
Media and Design. We have
updated our Teaching and Learning
plan, and aligned it with the
University’s vision 2020 strategy.
And we have extended
Distinguished Teacher awards
to Dr Nic Theo and Mr Wilhelm
Rothman- congratulations to both.
We have had a busy research
year with four Doctoral and

Our various research support
initiatives include post-graduate
support meetings and writing
workshops. The highlight of the
year was the Dean’s Symposium
which was attended by the DVC
Academic and by the VCD.
In terms of community service
we registered no less than 17
service learning projects, while
lecturer Nic Pinfold was awarded
the prize for best thesis in the
post graduate Community
Engagement and Service
Learning short course presented
jointly by three Western Cape
Universities.

faculty of informatics & design

What can we expect in 2014
The continued consolidation of
our academic programmes. This
includes Architecture, Interior
Design and Town and Regional
Planning moving into a new
building with interesting spacesharing implications.
The Media Department will be
moving to Cape Town and the
Design Department is working
hard at a consolidated BTech
programme.
Research will continue to be
based on strong collaborative
partnerships and be aligned with
the university’s strategic focus
areas. With our consolidated
approach we can produce

WIN BIG
Informatics and Design
students are always
raking in prizes and
awards for their creative
concepts.
Supported by their lecturers,
students compete against other
institutions and even working
professionals and come out
tops.
Graphic Design student Jacqui
Morris clinched a national award
in the Mandela Poster project
which depicted the statesman’s
face made out of hundreds of

Michelle Thornhill won an
international contest for her
innovative T-shirt design which is
now being sold internationally.
As one of the most award
winning faculties at CPUT there

CONGRATULATIONS: Jacqui
Morris, one of the FID students
who won a big award this year
are too many to mention here
but congratulations to these
students and all the others who
won big this year.

Media Move
Next year is a big one for
the Media Department
as they consolidate their
courses and move to
Cape Town.

The Marketing and Communications
Department hosted a reunion
of all journalists who studied at
the institution in November to
commemorate the move.
The Journalism School has
produced many of the most
successful reporters to have
ever worked in media in the
country and the occasion was a
reflection of this achievement.

This year also saw the
introduction of the first in a
series of Journalism Dialogues
aimed at introducing students
to newsmakers and critical
issues. Students from the Media
Department met and interacted
with a number of key local
figures including Tony Ehrenreich
and journalist Terry Bell.
The dialogues are a combined
effort between all courses in
the Media Department and
allow for interaction between
these students which is hoped
will continue into their working
careers. Organiser of the events

Our efforts are in areas that
were identified as important
for development and include
initiatives in the domains of
eHealth, environment, education
and community.
Additionally we will expand
our existing research support
programs with stronger
mentoring, guiding and offering
of seminars and workshops.
Community engagement plans
center around World Design
Capital 2014.
The primary focus of which is
how design transform lives.

Prof Johannes Cronje

Research writing workshops

colourful origami birds.
Interior Design BTech
students won the Shift Fresh
Talent Sustainable Design
Competition for an online system
encouraging consumers to
make environmentally friendly
decisions.

more relevant research output,
artifacts and guidelines for a
stronger position in society.

FID is taking proactive
steps to improving
students and staff
research writing
abilities by hosting
weekly workshops to
practice academic
writing.

sessions are also hosted
specifically for those in the
design disciplines.

The workshops have grown
in strength since 2009 and
are split across a variety of
platforms including a Monday
Meeting which is dedicated to
ICT in education issues.

Prof Retha De La Harpe says
the workshops are attended
by students from all faculties
and will be more formalised in
2014.

During these sessions Prof
Johannes Cronje himself
encourages staff and
students to share ideas and
research suggestions.
Thursdays are dedicated
to research methodology
workshops while draw

Cronje’s sessions have also
been recorded and have been
loaded to YouTube for future
viewing.

“The workshops are
absolutely essential because
research can be a very lonely
experience. This allows
students to see and meet
others who are experiencing
the same problems and
you can get guidance in a
supportive environment,” she
says.

Xolani Vanda says the events
are also meant to build students
confidence when dealing with
well-known figures.

GOODBYE BELLVILLE: The first
phase of the Media Department
consolidation happens in 2014.

GRADUATES: Research writing workshops hosted by FID ensures a
steady stream of postgrads from this faculty

Staff Successes

BIG HITTER: Nicholas Pinfold accepting his award

Dr Robertson Tengeh,
Nicholas Pinfold, Prof
Mugendi M’Rithaa and
Prof Melius Weideman
are excellent examples
of pushing the academic
envelope.

space saving way. The project
was recently recognized by World
Design Capital 2014 and Pinfold
was also commended for passing
a recently launched Community
Engagement short course with
distinction.

Pinfold ensured 2014 will
be more comfortable for
residents of a Wetton informal
settlement thanks to a year-long
community engagement project
by his Town and Regional
Planning students.

Tengeh only joined CPUT in 2012
but is already making waves. In
September he travelled to Italy to
present a paper at the International
Conference on Human and Social
Sciences and also chaired one of
the sessions there.

They worked together with
residents of Flamingo Crescent
squatter camp to redesign the
settlement in a more usable and

And M’Rithaa has just been selected
as the President –elect of the
Congratulations to all four, may
International Council of Societies of
2014 yield even more success for
Industrial Design- the first African to you all.

ever hold the position. M’Rithaa’s
election took place in Canada in
late November and the council
represents at least 50 member
nations who pool expertise on
Industrial Design issues.
Weideman has travelled to
Chicago, Hamburg, Munich
and Brno in the Czech Republic
recently for an international
research and teaching tour.
The tour implemented some of
the research results produced
by CPUT’s WARC - the Website
Attributes Research Centre.
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Message from the Dean
Thank you to all staff
Let me start by thanking all those
staff that contributed during
the past year in turning the
Faculty into a positive resource
for the region and country.
We are certainly on a positive
trajectory in becoming a leading
contributor to engineering skills
and knowledge.
Reflect on 2013
One such case will see the
completion of the first South
African Renewable Energy
Technology Centre on our

campus next year. This R105
million development supported
by the National Skills Fund
will see an integrated regional
university effort in developing
skills and technology for the
renewable energy sector, and will
target the independent power
producers of wind and solar
energy.
We have seen many other
technology achievements in the
Faculty in 2013 that cannot be
mentioned in this short space.
The biggest achievement was
the successful development

Space Race

Built by 40 postgraduate
students at F’SATI, this tiny

and launch of ZACUBE-1. This
technological achievement has
propelled our Space Engineering
programme as a leader nationally
and globally. It has already
unlocked doors into other African
and Asian space technology
centres, for development of skills
and space-related technology,
and has placed us amongst an
elite group of universities globally
with this capability.
Also in 2013 the Engineering
Projects and Innovation Centre
was launched to facilitate and
coordinate work integrated
learning projects. The centre will

play a key role in ensuring the
modernisation of the Faculty’s
learning programmes. The
latter has been boosted by
our participation in the Tuning
Africa project, an initiative to
develop synergies across Africa
in both course content and
credit transfer, as well as our
participation in an Edulink project
on the development of a new
programme on Energy Access
and Efficiency, in partnership with
three other African and three
German universities.
We look forward to a productive
and rewarding 2014.

Dr Nawaz Mahomed

Research
success

for the South African National
Space Agency. Its movements
are being tracked by F’SATI
students at the Ground Station
on Bellville Campus.

The Faculty of
Engineering is renowned
for its researchers, who
clinch millions of rand in
funding, invent products
and who are making an
impact on developments
in industry.

And there is no stopping the
F’SATI team who are already
working on ZACUBE-2, which
will be three times larger than
its predecessor.

This year was no different.
In all departments and units,
researchers thought outside of the
box and participated in ground
breaking research projects. From

Tshepiso (ZACUBE-1) is satellite is orbiting Earth at
the biggest newsmaker an altitude of 600km and
collecting space weather data
of the year.
The launch of this nanosatellite
made history in South Africa
and has secured CPUT’s place
as the leading higher education
institution for the development
of human skills capacity for the
country’s space industry.

faculty of engineering

TECHNOLOGY: Students who are assisting the Green Research Technology
Group in the Chemical Engineering Department. The group was launched by
Dr Arthur Mpela, Dr Seun Oyekola, Joy Alexander and Wighens N. I Lunga
exploring energy solutions to
developing new methods to treat
waste-water, researchers in this
faculty are constantly pushing the
boundaries of research in order

to make a positive difference
in communities and industry.
Applause to all researchers
for contributing to the faculty’s
research success!

Student Pioneers
Here are just some of the
many student success
stories of 2013.

TRAILBLAZERS: Some of the F’SATI team members

Engineering’s best
Congratulations to
Philomina Aziakpono
and Prof Ken Barris for
scooping top awards this
year.

teachers who are thinking out of
the box and who are introducing
innovative teaching methods to
ensure students reach their full
potential.

Electrical Engineering lecturer
Aziakpono clinched the Faculty
of Engineering Distinguished
Teacher’s Award for 2012.
The annual award recognises

Aziakpono, who teaches
communication skills for firstyears and research methodology
for BTech Electrical Engineering
students, says she puts a lot
of effort into teaching to ensure
students reach their full potential.
Faculty Language Coordinator
Prof Ken Barris also made
headline news when he
scooped the 2013 University of
Johannesburg prize for South
African Writing in English for his
novel Life Underwater.

TOP: Philomina Aziakpono

This is the fifth novel penned by
Barris whose writing has earned
him top local and international
prizes. Barris’ excellent writing
skills were also recognised by the
English Department at Rhodes
University who selected his
novel, What Kind of Child, as a
prescribed text.

MTech Mechanical Engineering
students Gerhard Coetzee and
Cyprian Onochie made history
on the African continent when
they designed sophisticated
technology that will enable
vehicle adaptations for people
with disabilities in Africa. This
innovative project was recently
recognized by the World Design
Capital 2014.

the machine, which is also a first
in Africa.
Another first for the faculty was
when Mechatronics students
Ashley Botes, JP Smith and
Electrical Engineering student
Sinekhaya Dilana secured
passage on the infamous SA
Agulhas research vessel. The trio
spent a month on board working
with scientists who research the
waters surrounding Antarctica.

Innovative thinking also saw
BTech Mechanical Engineering
Btech Mechanical Engineering
students Max Du Plessis,
Ruaan Coetzee, Ruan Hunlun
Llwellyn Cupido and Josh Fourie
and James Genic designed a
become the first to participate
beetroot topper and clinched
in the 18 month Research and
funding from a Ceres based
Innovation in Foundry Technology
farmer that will allow them to build programme in Poland.

AT SEA: Ashley Botes, JP Smith
and Sinekhaya Dilana

Agents of change
Applause goes out to
all Engineering students
and their lecturers who
are using their skills
for the good of local
communities.
From Mechanical Engineering to
Clothing and Textile Technology,
participating in service learning
projects has increased this year.
Some of the projects saw our
students roll up their sleeves to
clean rivers and manufacture
sleeping shirts for residents
of an old age homes. Next
year students and lecturers
will participate in many more
projects, one of which will see
them build CPUT’s first sandbag house in Khayelitsha.

CARING: Clothing and Textile Technology students manufactured sleeping
shirts for an old age home in Gugulethu
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Message from the Dean
How has 2013 been for the
Business Faculty?
The Faculty doubled its
Department of Higher
Education and Training research
journal outputs from 15% in
2011 to 34% in 2012, and thus
made the Faculty the leading
research faculty at CPUT.
For him, the University’s re-

curriculation project is
very exciting as it keeps
the faculty on par with its
competitors nationally and
internationally.
It provides an opportunity for the
faculty to offer programmes that
command respect in scholarship,
a big thanks to all our Curriculum
Officers, HODs and Eugene
Fester for a job well done.

faculty of business
What’s in the pipeline for
2014?
We have made an appointment
for the W&R SETA Retail Chair
who will start in January 2014
and we trust that the research
will improve both in quantity
and quality.
We will also implement our
Faculty strategy to move us

BTech Conference
RECOGNISED: The Hotel School has
been commended for its innovative
hospitality training model

TREND SETTER
Hard and smart work
paid off for the CPUT
Hotel School when it was
commended by industry
for setting the trends in
hospitality education on
the African continent.
Innovative on-site service
training, community engagement
programmes and industry
involvement in the education of
its students, has seen the school
being hailed by industry as the
leader of hospitality education
on the African continent. This
remarkable achievement was
highlighted in the Hospitality
Marketplace magazine, a
leading publication that provides
managers in the hospitality
industry with high-value, relevant,
industry-specific content.

The Business
Faculty held a BTech
Conference at the Cape
Town campus where
top students presented
their research papers
and excellent research
presentations were
awarded with prize
monies of up to
R20 000.
Students were given options
to present in a group or as

individuals, and the top three
presenters in each category
received prize money.
Marketing students presented
their research papers in
groups in a separate venue
and top groups were also
awarded prize monies.
There were two categories
that were recognized; best
research presentations and
best poster presentations.

VICTORIOUS: Winners of the Group Research presentations received R5
000 during the Business Faculty BTech Conference held at the Cape
Town campus

The Human Resource
Management Department
received its accreditation
certificate from the South
African Board for People
Practices (SABPP).

Almost R53 000 raised
by students in the
Business Faculty has
been donated to two
charity organizations.
Students from the Department
of Office Management and
Technology’s Business
Administration 1 ran a
fundraising day at the
Cape Town and Wellington
campuses as part of their
entrepreneurship module.

Some of the profits raised
by the Cape Town groups
went to Red Cross Children’s
Trust with a cheque of R40
000.00 handed over to Tara
van Schalkwyk, the trust’s
Communications Co-ordinator:
Events.
Wellington students handed
over their cheque of R12 668.40
to the head of Huis Andrew
Murray, Johannes von
Wielligh.

Established in 1982 by
the Institute for Personnel
Management, the board is an
accredited Education and Training
Quality Assurance as well as a
Learning and Quality Assurance
body under the South African
Qualification Authority Act.

CPUT researcher, Dr
Reedwaan Ismail, was
appointed by Minister
of Tourism, Marthinus
van Schalkwyk, to be a
member of the Tourism
Research Policy Expert
Forum.

provide peer review of all
research conducted by
departmental entities and
policy developments with
implications for the Minister of
Tourism.

The forum creates a platform
for knowledge sharing with
experts in research, policy
development and knowledge
management as well as
providing expert opinion and
peer review.

DOUBLE DUTY: Dr Reedwaan
Ismail

Apprentice style project
Challenges based on
The Apprentice reality
show have helped give a
group of CPUT students a
project with a purpose.

All promotions took place at
the Cape Town Campus and
were planned, designed and
orchestrated by the students
themselves.

First Year Marketing students
competed against each other for
marks over the three-week long
assessment.

“The students had to create the
design and layout of their brand as
well as creating awareness of it,”
explains lecturer Ayesha Reiners.

BIZ QUIZ WINNERS
Students in the Faculty
of Business showed their
awareness of news and
current affairs during
a reading competition
which saw the three top
groups walking away
with prize money totaling
R10 000.
The Biz Quiz saw students from

GOOD DEEDS: Students handed R53 000 to two charity organisations

Associate Prof Mzikayise Binza

TOP RESEARCH JOB

He is also mandated to

WORTHY CAUSES

ACCREDITED: The HR programme
is ready to roll in 2014

I am committing myself to
creating opportunities and
supporting members of staff to
improve their qualifications, do
more research and community
engagement so that they
may stand better chances for
promotions.

As a member of the forum,
Ismail will provide peer
review of the Department
of Tourism’s research,
knowledge management
and policy development
proposals.

HR RECOGNITION

The SABPP, the standards and
professional registration body
for the HR profession, has since
2010 accredited the courses
offered at CPUT’s Business
Faculty.

from good to great, and central
to this move is our people - the
staff of the faculty.

various departments form teams
to participate in the competition,
which was aimed to make
reading fun.
“Students’ inability to read well,
as well as their indifference
towards reading, is a common
concern among academics,”
says Carol Whiting, Language
Co-ordinator in the faculty.

TOP MARKS: Winners in the annual Biz Quiz
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Message from the Dean
What were the highlights for
2013?
The Faculty of Education had
a rather busy year which saw
students undertaking in academic
and community engagement
excursions while staff members
flew across the length and
breadth of the globe conducting
research or sharing knowledge
with their counterparts from other
tertiary institutions.
About 50 articles were
published in accredited
journals, peer reviewed

conference proceedings, local
and international conference
proceedings as well as chapters
in books.
Dr Terry Davies was appointed
as a Postdoctoral Fellow in July
and works in the area of service
quality as well as social and
economic development.
The faculty hosted the 11th
SAARMSTE Research School
in June which was co-ordinated
by Zena Scholtz and Prof
Fred Lubben and 30 PhD
candidates from SADC countries

TOP RESEARCHER

The aim of the association is
to promote research, training
and development in the field
of Early Childhood Education
(ECE).
The newly-formed association

Learning
from
Cuba
A leading education
and social science
researcher, CPUT’s
Dr Clive Kronenberg
got a first-hand glimpse
into one of the world’s
most successful
educational systems.
For two-months, Kronenberg
explored the Cuban education
system.
Cuba has long held an
impressive record of high
educational standards, with
adult literacy rates ranking a
notable 99.8%. Schools also
boast a learner teacher ratio of
12 to 1.

participated.

diploma in Grade R Teaching.

The Department of Basic
Education appointed Dr Agnes
Chigona into a Ministerial
research task team, which is
charged with the responsibility of
investigating the implementation
of Maths, Science and
Technology strategy,” says Mda.

What are your plans for 2014?

The Centre for International
Teacher Education (CITE) is
currently being set up on the
Mowbray campus.

CPUT is also one of the
front runners in designing the new

More student excursions are also
on the cards for next year.

Prof Thobeka Mda

WOMEN POWER
inspirational messages
at an empowerment
ceremony.
Lecturer Naseema Shaik says
the ceremony was a celebration
of women’s strengths and
contributions not only in

academia but also in support
services.
Female staff members came
from all campuses to attend
the event which took place at
Mowbray Campus.

COMMENDED: Nici Rousseau
seeks to lead and represent
the field in a purposeful
manner and create a
community of researchers
from universities, colleges,
NGOs and education
departments for ECE.

HONOURED: Education Faculty recognizes CPUT women’s contributions

Research boost
CPUT hosted the
11th Annual Research
School of the Southern
African Association
for Research in
Maths, Science and
Technology Education
(SAARMSTE).

The event attracted
registered doctoral students,
post-doctoral fellows and
facilitators from universities
throughout South Africa
as well as the University of
Georgia in the United States
of America.

The four-day conference
for PhD students took
place at Goudini Spa, near
Worcester.

The purpose of the Research
School is to support the
participants and to explore
various aspects of the
research process.

GETTING AHEAD: Organisers of the
Research School

TEACHER TRAINING
Thanks to the Education Faculty
students across South Africa will have
access to recorded teacher training
material.
This initiative is part of the Strengthening Foundation
Phase Project funded by the European Union and
the Department of Higher Education
and Training.

Kronenberg’s opportunity to
explore this education system
came about through an invite
from the Cuban Ministry of
Education and Culture.
This was his third visit to the
country.

Prof Yusuf Sayed, NRF SARCHi
Research Chair in Teacher
Education, has been appointed
and will commence duties on
1 January 2014.

A language support project for
isiXhosa-speaking students has
been introduced.

The Diversity and
Transformation
Committee of the
Faculty of Education
and Social Sciences
honoured women in the
faculty by giving them
food vouchers and

Foundation Phase
lecturer Nici Rousseau
was elected to
represent the Western
Cape region on the
national committee
of the South African
Research Association
in Early Childhood
Education (SARAECE).
Each region has two
representatives on the
National Committee.
Rousseau currently also chairs
the Western Cape SARAECE
Committee.

faculty of education & social sciences

BRIGHT SPARKS: Organisers of the teacher
training initiative

Video recordings were made of Grade R and One
lessons which were presented by CPUT students at
different schools in the Western Cape.
The lessons focused on language and mathematics.

CPUT
to offer
Grade R
Teaching
Diploma
Teacher
development is
getting an eagerly
anticipated move
when a Grade R
teaching diploma
gets offered in
2014.
“The diploma came
about because many
Grade R teachers are
not qualified to prepare
children for formal
schooling as they are
child minders operating
in informal settings,” says
education lecturer Nici
Rousseau.
Rousseau says the
national Basic Education
Department wants Grade
R teachers to be properly
qualified in four to five
years’ time in order to
improve the pass rate in
Grade 1.
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Message from the Dean
Sum up 2013
We continued our plan to be
more student focused this
year. This extended itself into
the expansion of Community
Engagement programmes and
our students output into the
community around us have
indeed made a very positive
impact.
Based on the successful
adoption this year, I look

faculty of health & wellness sciences

forward to even more of
our programmes assuming
Community Enagement
responsibilities in 2014.

The year will be dominated by
the final steps in incorporating
Western Cape College of
Nursing into the CPUT fold.

We also continue to work hard
at our relationships with industry
which of course ensures that
our students benefit from the
very best on the job training
available.

We look forward to welcoming
the new students and staff into
our community and building the
new programmes into the very
best ones we can.

What is in the pipeline for
2014?

We will also continue to strive
towards a more engaging
student experience and finally

continue to build on our
research endeavours.
We have already got a strong
start on 2014 in this regard and I
look forward to cementing even
more opportunities in the new
year.
Finally a very big thank you to all
staff who, both independently
and as a team, have helped
grow our faculty into one that I
am very proud of.

STAFF SUCCESSES
Special congratulations
to Dr Hilda Vember,
Dr Glenda Davison
and Prof Jeanine
Marnewick, who all
took one step up the
academic ladder this
year.
Vember, whose research
specialty is HIV/Aids and
sexuality, is a senior lecturer in
the Nursing Department and
has been part of the CPUT
community for 13 years.
She registered for her PhD in
2010 and handed in her final
thesis a record two years later.
She credits her quick finishing
to her HOD Dr Shafiek Hassan
and Health and Wellness
Dean Prof Dhiro Gihwala for
their support of her year-long
sabbatical in 2012.
Davison is a senior lecturer
in the Biomedical Science
Department. It took her six
years to complete her studies

One such project was the Sugar
Campaign launched by second

HARD WORK: Dr Glenda Davison

and her research interests
are the immune system and
hematology. She has also
extended her work into bone
marrow transplantation,
general inflammation and the
effects of radiation on blood
cells.
Davison credits the support of
her supervisor, lab assistants
and especially the staff of

year Bachelor of Emergency
Medical Care students.
The project, which aims to nip
domestic violence incidents in
the bud, went viral on social
media thanks to its innovative
idea of knocking on the door
and asking for sugar, thereby
defusing the dangerous
situation.
Fellow students in this course
also launched a CPR and
swimming safety initiative with
20 youngsters from Phakama
High School where learners
were taught basic first aid and
given swimming lessons in
the CPUT swimming pool at
Bellville.
The third group tackled the
issue of drug and alcohol
abuse on campus by hosting a
lunchtime information session
on the dangers of abusing
substances.

TOP MARKS: The Sugar
Campaign was well received
by the press and public

TOP
MARKS
Joan Razzano proved
that age is only a number
when she was awarded
the Ian Webster silver
medal for academic
achievement.

Community
Engagement
Students in the Health
and Wellness Faculty are
uniquely placed to make
a huge impact with their
Community Engagement
projects.

Prof Dhiro Gihwala

Students were required to
conceptualise, plan, implement
and evaluate the projects.

DEDICATED: Prof Jeanine
Marnewick

QUICK: Dr Hilada Vember

Biomedical Sciences, most
notably Prof Johan Esterhuyse
for her success.

member of the Oxidative
Stress Research Centre where
she is currently based.

Marnewick’s inaugural
professorial lecture on her
16 years of research into the
health promoting properties of
Rooibos was held in October.

The Centre is both a testing
facility for industry as well
as being a training unit for
postgraduates.

Marnewick joined CPUT in
2006 and was a founding

Well done to all three ladies,
may your careers continue to
blossom.

Welcome WCCN
The CPUT family has
grown substantially
thanks to the incorporation
of the Western Cape
College of Nursing
(WCCN) into the
institution.
WCCN and CPUT have been
working under a Memorandum of
Understanding for several years
to ensure that students attain the
best nursing education possible.
The initial move saw students
doing the four-year Nursing
programme at the WCCN
premises in Athlone being
enrolled as CPUT students.
The full incorporation process is
to implement the new suite of
qualifications on offer at CPUT
and which can only be offered
by a higher education institute
accredited by the South African
College of Nursing.
The transition has been months
in planning to ensure the WCCN
staff were given the benefit of a
transparent and fair merger. Staff
were assured of no job losses
and the replacement of the BTech
degree with a B Nursing degree
is expected to be completed by
2016.

She scored the highest marks
in the country for her BTech in
Occupational Health Nursing.
The silver medal is awarded to
the top achiever in the degree
course while the gold goes to a
Masters student each year. At
58 years old, Joan says it was
tough going back to school but
she set herself high personal
goals and was overwhelmed to
have scored so well.
“I last studied in the 1990’s
but the staff at CPUT were so
supportive and I can’t thank
them enough,” she says.
Joan is currently working as an
occupational health nurse for
the Mpact group and is also a
registered nurse.

Research success
Congratulations to
Prof Tandi Matsha
who secured a
whopping R8.25
million worth of
funding for her
research into
diabetes and
cardiovascular
diseases in South
Africa.

Well done Prof Matsha, we
are sure your research will
help change the lives of
many South Africans living
with diabetes.

The total will be split
across three years and was
awarded by the Medical
Research Council (MRC).
An added bonus is that
CPUT was the only
University of Technology to
be granted funding in this
round.
The Flagship Project grants
are the largest medical
research grants from the
MRC.

WELL DONE: Prof Tandi
Matsha scored over R8
million in research funding
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TUTU PEACE SYMPOSIUM
Desmond and Leah Tutu
dedicate their birthday
month to an array of
peace inspiring events
each year.
This year CPUT hosted the
inaugural Ubuntu Peace Train
symposium on behalf of the
Tutu couple.
The event is dialogue between
all Tutu affiliated organisations to

network and share experiences.
Tutu attended the event and
agreed with Vice Chancellor
Vuyisa Mazwi-Tanga that the
event should prosper and later
grow to include more students.
CPUT’s Public Relations
students were proud
ambassadors of the institution
by acting as facilitators at the
event.

All-time Champions
The CATS Basketball
team has been crowned
the 2013 Western Cape
Basketball League
Champions.
Both the Cats ladies and men’s
basketball teams displayed
excellent skills on the basketball
court, and dominated the

Western Cape League this year.
In the final games, the Cats
ladies defeated their opponents,
the Lethal Ladies 85-70, and the
Cats Men’s team beat the CPUT
Alumni team 46-37.
Well done to our players- you
made us very proud!

Gold for
Clinic
CPUT’s Bellville
Clinic has been voted
one of the best HIV
testing centres in the
Tygerberg Region and
received a Gold Award
for from the City of
Cape Town.
Congratulations to the
dedicated team of nurses,
counsellors and administrative
staff members that made this
possible.

HARD WORKERS: Bellville Campus Clinic staff

Water Wise
In March the
Department of Student
Affairs (DSA) committed
to conserving water.
The DSA signed a landmark
water saving pledge, along with
the City of Cape Town and the
Department of Water Affairs.
The pledge will see CPUT work
closely with the City and the
DWA in conserving water.
Dean of Student Affairs,
Cora Motale says CPUT is
an institution that creates
futures, and will play a crucial
role in ensuring that there are
adequate water resources for
future generations.

COMMITMENT: CPUT has committed to save water

DEBATE CHAMPS
The debating society
grew from strength to
strength this year.

first and scored first place in a
number of rounds despite being
competition novices.

all members showed off their
debating prowess for the final
time this year.

Its members participated in
the annual Southern African
Debating Championships for the

The robust nature of the
society was commemorated
at a closing function where

Parliamentary member Ben
Turok attended the event as
part of the adjudication panel.

Smart
move
SLAM DUNK: The CATS Basketball team is the best in the Western Cape

The Cape Town
Campus netball team
has won the Super
League division of the
Tygerberg League for
the fourth consecutive
year.

If your department does not
receive copies of the CPUT
Bulletin, please inform us by
sending a request to
news@cput.ac.za

CPUT BULLETIN DISCLAIMER
This publication is produced by
the Communications Office of
the Cape Peninsula University
of Technology.

The Communications Office
strives to deliver accurate
reporting and interesting
stories, but cannot take
responsibility for inaccurate
information supplied to us by
your department. We hope you
enjoy the read and look forward
to seeing stories from your
department next month.

Thanks to a strong defense
line, sharp shooters and
relentless attack players,
the team clinched a winning
score of 36 -31 during their
final match against the
Durbanville netball team.

WIN: CPUT’s netball team

Several of the players were
also selected to be part of
South Africa’s U/21 team
and the Western Province
A-Team.

